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Dear Superintendent Davis:

On behalf of the Morrison & Associates Investigative Team, you will find attached the Executive Analysis, Conclusions
and Proposed Corrective Action Report associated with the February 2021 Letter of Complaint received by the Human
Capital Division from HCPS Employees Tia Brown, Colleen Carr, Dionne Davis and Jacqueline Enis.

After conducting nine (9) in-person interviews of the relevant parties regarding the above-referenced Letter of
Complaint, we are submitting this Executive Analysis, Conclusions and Corrective Action Report for your review, based
upon an Executive Summary of Witness Statements and Recommendation Considerations – reflective of District Policy.

EXECUTIVE CONCLUSIONS:
Based upon Hillsborough County Public Schools (HCPS) Policy Manual Sections 1140 (Anti-Harassment) and 3210
(Standards of Ethical Conduct), the Morrison & Associates Investigative Team has reached the following Executive
Conclusions - by party - as illustrations of District Policy violations:

Party - Marcos Murillo:

 The creation of the Offline Supervisors Desk File and its contents undercut the ability of the
District to protect its interests and that of its employees.

 The subsequent disciplinary actions taken by the District against Dr. Binder were compromised in
the absence of the investigation conclusion memorandum involving Dr. Binder and Ms. Enis which
was prepared on April 12, 2019, not being available in Dr. Binder’s file for consideration.

 The failure to address the communication breakdown between Dr. Binder and Deputy Turner was
inconsistent with the admonition contained in the April 2019 memorandum to Dr. Binder
prepared by Mr. Murillo.

 The failure to communicate with Ms. Enis regarding the outcome of the investigation of her
March 2019 Letter was inconsistent with the notes to the file prepared by Mr. Murillo, thus
contributing to the continuation of exposure to a hostile workplace environment experienced by
Ms. Enis.
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 The failure to take corrective action when violations of Section Policy 1140 and 3210 are reported 
either as described by Ms. Enis or as overheard in the company of Ms. Johnson.

 Questionable use of supervisory influence in connection with staff promotional opportunities.

Party - Dr. Louis “Tim” Binder

 The Letter of March 12, 2019, and the associated contemporaneous timeline of events from July
2018 to March of 2019, from Ms. Enis to Mr. Murillo, reflects a violation by Dr. Binder of Sections
1140 and Section 3210 of the HCPS Policy Manual and creating a hostile workplace environment
by:

o In the introductory meeting with Assistant Principal Enis, Dr. Binder discussing extramarital
affairs involving other male employees he’s supervised and using language described by Ms.
Enis as vulgar – words like “fuck”, “fucking”, as part of describing the affairs.

o Dr. Binder asking his new Assistant Principal whether such language was offensive and after
being told that it was indicating that he would limit the use of the language as best he could
- yet said to the M&A investigators that he did not consider the words vulgar.

o Dr. Binder repeatedly suggesting a relationship between Ms. Enis and the School Resource
Officer’s Supervisor after being told that it was untrue but continuing to make such
comments knowing it made Ms. Enis uncomfortable and that she felt it was unprofessional.

o The perceived intentional unnecessary repeated reference by Dr. Binder and his other
Assistant Principal to the word “pussy” in connection with an incident involving male
students who used the word during the incident in question.

 Upon being asked to name any other teacher male or female he frequently text messaged or called
as often as one staff member whose husband had complained in writing to the Board about the
frequency of the communication - not another teacher could be named.

 The frequency complained of by the teacher’s husband was described as normal by Dr. Binder,
while acknowledging the contacts were primarily personal, not professional.

 The credible statement of HCSO Deputy Kenneth Turner - SRO who outlined what he believed was
sex taking place on campus in Dr. Binder’s office when the only other vehicles on the campus was
Dr. Binder’s and the vehicle of the teacher who was the subject of the complaint submitted to the
District by the teacher’s husband.

 In connection with the above referenced occasion, the contemporaneous communication asking
for supervisory guidance by HCSO Deputy Turner - SRO reporting that he heard a male and a
female voice in Dr. Binder’s office and the sound of sex occurring.

RECOMMENDED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

Mr. Murillo: Disciplinary action consistent with past District practice - up to and/or including written reprimand
or suspension.

Dr. Binder: Written reprimand and removal from current leadership position.
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A) SCOPE OF WORK

Morrison & Associates, Inc. (M&A) has been engaged to review the allegations of inappropriate behavior against
HCPS employee Marcus Murillo contained in the February 2021 Letter from four (4) HCPS employees to the HCPS
Superintendent. M&A was provided documentation from the Complainants, relevant personnel file content,
interviews conducted by Professional Services coupled with the taking of direct statements by the Complainants
and/or supporting witnesses.

The scope of this investigation assumed two phases, both approved by the client. The initial scope was designed
to provide to the Morrison & Associates investigators an opportunity to cross reference the investigation
performed by Professional Services of the alleged behavior of Mr. Murillo - along with new written statements
submitted subsequent to the District’s investigation – coupled with relevant HCPS policy and whether the
suggested behavior was actionable as eligible for recommendation as reflective of disciplinary violation of said
policies.

Phase two of the scope of work was an expansion deemed critical by the M&A investigators, based upon the
discovery of the unknown existence of a supervisory desk file maintained by Mr. Murillo. The desk file material
reflected an expansion of interview (s), memo (s) to file and witness statements that had been previously omitted
from the Professional Services file of Dr. Louis “Tim” Binder and the March 2019 complaint Letter to Mr. Murillo
from Jacqueline Enis . The implications associated with this previously undiscovered documentation and the
omission of Dr. Binder in the initial witness pool at a minimum required an expansion of the referenced scope of
work to include an interview of Dr. Binder, along with a cross reference of the previous interviews conducted by
Professional Standards, M&A and HCPS policy.

B) ASSIGNED INVESTIGATORS

Bob Morrison 
President & CEO
Morrison & Associates, Inc.

Robert L. Clayton, Esq. 
Partner, Goldstein & McClintock, LLLP 
Morrison & Associates Sub-Consultant

C) INVESTIGATION IN-PERSON STATEMENTS

Tia Brown
Colleen Carr
Jacqueline Enis
Lillie Johnson
Dionne Davis
Colleen Lima
Kenneth Turner
Marcos Murillo
Dr. Louis “Tim” Binder
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D) MORRISON & ASSOCIATES INVESTIGATORY ANALYSIS INDEX

As part of its overall analysis of the issues before this investigation, the Morrison & Associates investigative team
believed the client benefits from the creation of an investigative index – that isolates the issues and the policy
considerations associated with each witness.

This index recognizes two conditions that are fundamental in this type of investigative review. First, the M&A
interview team’s preparation were the beneficiaries of the previous Professional Standards inquiry. Second,
coupling factual assertions to prospective policy considerations sets the table for the necessary analysis to follow.

NAME OF WITNESS TOPIC POLICY PARTY

Brown Workplace Threat Workplace Retaliation Murillo

Carr Supervisory Bias Standard of Ethical Conduct Murillo

Enis Hostile Workplace Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct Binder

Enis Retaliation Standard of Ethical Conduct Murillo

Johnson Workplace Language Standard of Ethical Conduct Murillo

Johnson Retaliation Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct Murillo

Davis Hostile Workplace Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct Murillo

Davis Master Schedule Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct Murillo

Lima Unit Reduction Standard of Ethical Conduct / Retaliation Binder

Turner Inappropriate Conduct Standard of Ethical Conduct Binder

Turner False Accusations Standard of Ethical Conduct Murillo

Murillo Feb 2021 Letter Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct

Murillo Mar 2019 Letter Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct Binder

Murillo Turner Complaints Standard of Ethical Conduct

Murillo Desk File Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct

Binder Mar 2019 Letter Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct

Binder Feb 2021 Letter Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct

Binder Lima – Unit Transfer Standard of Ethical Conduct

Binder Turner Complaints Anti-Harassment / Ethical Conduct
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E) LEGAL & POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

In the preparation of our analysis of the interviews conducted by the Morrison & Associates team, this standard
report section is designed to highlight client policies that are isolated as relevant to the investigation. The
underlying value of this practice is to provide the proper framework for the subsequent finding of facts, analysis
and recommendations that will be offered in the conclusion of this report. By providing the client’s prescriptive
lens as a prelude to the investigatory analysis, a foundation based upon the employer and employee’s behavior –
related expectations is established and reinforced for later reference.

The Hillsborough County Public Schools Policy Manual provides the following sections for our collective guidance: 

 1140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Administrators Appendix A1

 1211, 3211 and 4211 – Whistleblower Protection Appendix A2

 1362 – Anti-Harassment Appendix A3

 1380 – Threatening Behavior Toward Staff Members Appendix A4

 3140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Instructional Staff Appendix A5

 3210 – Standards of Ethical Conduct Appendix A6

 5517 – Anti-Harassment (Student) Appendix A7
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Morrison & Associates, Inc. 

E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y

Investigation Assignment – Murillo / Binder

Hillsborough County Public Schools Human Capital Division

In February of 2021, HCPS Employees Tia Brown, Colleen Carr, Jacqueline Enis and Dionne Davis prepared a complaint 
Letter to Superintendent Addison Davis which concluded that they had experienced behavior that was in violation of the 
HCPS Policy Manual sections defining anti-harassment and hostile workplace environment behavioral related standards. 
After a series of interviews by HCPS Professional Standards, the initial conclusion was that Asst. Superintendent Marcos 
Murillo had performed his duties in alignment with District and Policy Manual expectations.

After the initial investigation’s conclusion, HCPS Human Capital Division received new and expanded information, which 
extended the factual allegations outlined in the February Letter to the Superintendent. Reflecting not only a desire for full 
transparency but also to avoid any suggestion of investigatory bias because of Professional Standard’s initial conclusion, 
the District engaged the Morrison & Associates team to assess the new complaint information and to hold interviews with 
former or new relevant witnesses.

M&A interviewed nine (9) parties as part of its investigatory analysis – Brown, Carr, Enis, Johnson, Davis, Lima, 
Turner, Murillo and Binder. After its analysis of the initial Professional Standard interviews, Professional 
Standard’s review conclusions triggered M&A to establish its interview structure around the following inquiry patterns:

 Did Ms. Brown’s alleged experience of workplace retaliation and/or inconsistency in supervisory behavior by
Mr. Murillo violate HCPS policy?

 Did the alleged leadership challenges encountered by Ms. Carr impacted by the alleged inconsistency in
supervisory behavior exhibited by Mr. Murillo serve to undermine Ms. Carr’s leadership in violation of HCPS
policy?

 Did the Enis March 2019 Letter, followed by her January 2021 Letter and the detail contained in Mr. Murillo’s
desk file outline behavior by Dr. Binder associated with his supervision of Ms. Enis in conflict with the HCPS
Policy Manual?

 If Professional Standards authorized Mr. Murillo to investigate the allegations contained in the Enis March
2019 Letter, did his failure to report his investigation details and findings impact the District’s ability to
protect its own interests as well as that of Ms. Enis?

 Do the allegations outlined in the Johnson June 2021 Letter regarding Mr. Murillo failing to address
uncomfortable language with sexual connotation in front of both parties rise to the conclusion of being
actionable as a violation of HCPS policy?

 Were the assertions of Mr. Murillo’s retaliatory behavior in connection with Ms. Johnson’s transfer or
promotional opportunities sufficient to conclude that there had a been a violation of HCPS policy?

 Did the assertion contained in the Johnson Letter outlining comments by Dr. Binder to her regarding a former
Assistant Principal’s personal relationship arise to a violation of the HCPS Policy Manual?
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 Did any of the concerns and associated behavior of Mr. Murillo alleged by Ms. Davis in connection with her
master schedule preparation responsibilities, her assertions of racial inequities connected to decisions of her
former principal or retaliation connected to promotional assignments rise to an actionable level in violation of
HCPS policy?

 Did Ms. Lima’s Letters of October 18th and June 22nd contain sufficient facts to sustain her assertion that Dr.
Louis “Tim” Binder acted in violation of District unit allocation reduction protocol?

 Did the detailed issues raised in the interview with Deputy Turner of Dr. Binder’s alleged interaction with a
member of his teaching staff suggest that the prior disciplinary action taken by the District regarding Dr.
Binder and his interaction with the referenced staff member may not have fully captured the range of HCPS
policy violation?

 Should Mr. Murillo have evaluated the level of communication breakdown earlier between Dr. Binder and
Deputy Turner to determine whether Dr. Binder had violated HCPS policy?

Summary of Interview Highlights

For purposes of this Executive Summary, the M&A team has outlined below summary highlights of the information
provided in response to the M&A inquiries:

A. Brown: Workplace Retaliation / Workplace Tenure Threat

Interview Summary: Brown shared what she believed is a pattern of behavior by Mr. Murillo in which:

1. Promotional opportunities occurred despite reports of lack of support from Mr. Murillo.

2. Instances about which she was advised of dissatisfaction in performance communicated to her
Principal by Mr. Murillo but denied when she spoke directly to Mr. Murillo.

3. Holding closed door meetings with APs, then inconsistency in follow-up with Principal, critically and
substantially undermining school site team building.

4. Mr. Murillo denied or indicated that the described behavior misinterpreted his intent.

B. Carr: Hostile Workplace Environment / Workplace Supervisory Bias

Interview Summary: Carr outlined occurrences which she believed were in violation of the applicable HCPS 
Workplace Harassment/Hostile Workplace Policies:

1. Description of efforts to build an administrative team – particularly with APs – that were impacted by
Mr. Murillo holding closed door meetings with APs, then inconsistency in follow-up with Principal,
critically and substantially undermining school site team building.

2. The Spring 2020 HCPS ASQi Survey Comparison demonstrated a significant series of improvement
metrics over the 2019 Survey - contrary to the description of lack of leadership by members of staff
and faculty in the Fall of 2020.

3. Attendance report logs were requested by Mr. Murillo’s office pursuant to the suggestion that faculty
members and the school leadership team were not adhering to attendance requirements, but the
documents produced reflected the absence of an issue.
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4. Several documents were produced from staff expressing dissatisfaction with Ms. Carr’s performance.

5. Mr. Murillo was unable to explain how the school could reflect such a range of positive improvements
on the HCPS ASQi survey from the 2019 school year vs. the 2020 school year and then such a dramatic
negative shift at the beginning of the 2021 school year.

C. Enis: Hostile Workplace Environment / Sexual Harassment (Binder); Hostile Workplace Environment /
Workplace Retaliation (Murillo)

Interview Summary:

1. Mr. Murillo indicated that his gathering of statements and written documentation in connection with
Ms. Enis’ March 2019 Letter was at the direction of Professional Standards to “…. handle it….”.

2. Ms. Enis described several workplace interactions with Dr. Binder on non-work-related topics he
initiated that left her feeling “uncomfortable”.

3. Ms. Enis describes her initial meeting as a new Assistant Principal in July of 2018 with her new Principal
Dr. Louis “Tim” Binder as “uncomfortable” based on the description by Dr. Binder volunteering an
unfounded allegation of an affair involving a former deceased Principal and alleged affairs involving
two prior Assistant Principals, one of whom subsequently married the staff member with whom the
affair occurred.

4. Ms. Enis indicated that she called the area office, led by Mr. Murillo, and advised of her discomfort. It
was Ms. Enis’ understanding that Principal Coach Nelson spoke to Dr. Binder after her call to the area
office and Dr. Binder subsequently gave an apology to Ms. Enis for her feelings of discomfort over the
discussion and the language used by Dr. Binder.

5. Ms. Enis submitted at the same time as her March 2019 Letter to Mr. Murillo a timeline of events
dating from July 2018 to March of 2019 that Ms. Enis felt were a series of unprofessional and
disrespectful actions by Dr. Binder. Included in the timeline were alleged incidents involving being
asked to “dress down a bit”, in one incident repeatedly using the word “pussy” that was used in a
school incident between school male students in an unprofessional manner with the other Assistant
Principal, repeatedly referring to the School Resource Officer Supervisor as her “little boyfriend” in
front of staff, students and parents, although he knew it was untrue and that Dr. Binder wished he had
known a former Assistant Principal who was getting married “was into white guys”.

6. Ms. Enis described communicating with Principal Coach Nelson a second time in early March of 2019
regarding her concerns regarding Dr. Binder’s behavior and language. According to Ms. Enis, Dr. Binder
apologized again for his behavior.

7. Ms. Enis described an “end of the year” evaluation session with Dr. Binder in which Principal Coach
Nelson attended. Ms. Enis interpreted both attending as a form of intimidation after the other AP said
“they’re ready for you” as he left his evaluation.

8. Upon inquiry by the M&A interviewers, Mr. Murillo indicated that Mr. Nelson’s presence in fact was to
ensure that the evaluation was managed in a “professional manner”. When asked that had he ever
communicated this strategy to Ms. Enis, Mr. Murillo indicated that he had not.

9. Ms. Enis communicated to the M&A interviewers that their inquiry concerning the March 2019 Letter
was the first time anyone had asked her details surrounding her March 2019 communication.

10. In the Ms. Enis January 2021 Letter to Superintendent Davis, Ms. Enis described incidents dating back
to 2008 involving Mr. Murillo as an Assistant Principal for Curriculum, then as Principal at Webb Middle
School when she served as a reading coach.
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11. In her interview statement, Enis cited her January 2021 Letter in which she detailed two incidents that
she felt documented her feelings that Mr. Murillo had intentionally blocked her from promotional
opportunities.

12. Enis detailed in her January 2021 Letter her former Farnell Principal John Cobb offering background on
why he had not previously hired Enis as an Assistant Principal in 2011 - because of comments by then
Webb Principal Murillo which “would not help her quest to be promoted” and that he had hired her in
2013 despite Principal Murillo’s continued position advising that she not be hired, yet finding her able
to “hit the ground running, which was unusual to see”.

13. Enis detailed applying for the AP position at Webb four times, with after the first three times training
the selected person and when it did not work out those three times doing the job of the AP without the
title or pay.

14. In the January 2021 Letter and the investigation interview, Enis detailed a series of conversations with
Asst. Superintendent Murillo which she believed documented a pattern in the District to elevate black
Assistant Principals to struggling schools to “clean them up” behind “another race of people” or the
pattern of white Assistant Principals being assigned to schools in which the existing Principals had
verbally given their retirement date and then being promoted to the Principal’s role.

15. In the January 2021 Letter and in the investigation interview, Enis described her feeling that no one
cared about the difficult position she perceived she was in at Farnell, with no response or resolution to
her March 2019 Letter to Mr. Murillo and her subsequent feeling of feeling degraded and disrespected
by Dr. Binder and that Mr. Murillo knew – and did nothing.

D. Johnson: Hostile Workplace Environment / Abusive Workplace Language / Workplace Retaliation

Interview Summary:

1. Johnson’s Letter was submitted in June of 2021, after the completion of the original investigation by
Professional Standards.

2. A former AP of Mr. Murillo, Johnson alleged several instances in which she perceived she was
addressed in an aggressive manner beyond the ordinary expectation of a supervisor’s communication.

3. Johnson outlined several instances in which conversations with sexual connotations and innuendo
were interpreted to be expressed toward Mr. Murillo in Johnson’s presence. Johnson stated that at no
time did Mr. Murillo reprimand and/or counsel the ESE Specialist who was the source of the
comments.

4. Johnson advised that she felt so uncomfortable that she ultimately initiated counseling the ESE
Specialist on the inappropriateness of the language with sexual connotation or referencing sexual
organs at the workplace.

5. When questioned about Johnson’s assertions, Mr. Murillo acknowledged that there were conversations
in his presence involving the ESE Specialist in which “girls talk” occurred. Mr. Murillo confirmed that he
had no recollection of counseling or speaking to the staff about the inappropriateness of the “girls talk”
content and that he intentionally left the area when such conversations began. During the course of
the investigation interview, M&A clearly felt that Mr. Murillo was uncomfortable in elaborating on the
graphic content of the “girls talk”.

6. Johnson additionally outlined several incidents that she described as bullying or retaliatory behavior by
Mr. Murillo. Two incidents occurred after transfers to new schools.
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7. At Greco, she alleged that she was greeted on her first day by her new Principal Dr. Binder by strangely
being told “… I am a good friend of Marcos…” which had no relevance to her new assignment. The
greeting was received suspiciously because Mr. Murillo’s secretary had recently confided to her that
she was directed by Mr. Murillo not to process her benefit forms before leaving her prior school.

8. At Progress Village, after Mr. Murillo assumed the Area Superintendent role for another Area
Superintendent, the Principal allegedly shared with Johnson that he was told by Mr. Murillo to “… run
the school without you…”, which she felt explained her feeling of being excluded from a wide range of
day-to-day operational matters.

9. Johnson also outlined an offensive joke in which a sanitary napkin was taped to one AP’s door and a
medical mask taped to her door by Mr. Murillo that she interpreted as demeaning and cruel to both
her and the other AP.

10. Mr. Murillo categorically denied any knowledge regarding the above referenced sexually offensive joke
or prohibiting the completion of any forms or calling/interfering with the transfer of the complaining
party to any new site. In fact, he said he was the approving Area Superintendent on the referenced
new site assignments.

E. Davis: Hostile Workplace Environment / Workplace Retaliation

Interview Summary:

1. Delays until late October in the creation of the Master Schedule led to Mr. Murillo confronting Davis
and her Principal and, according to Davis, told them that he would replace them both in 3 days if the
Master Schedule was not completed.

2. The atmosphere was so intense it was alleged that Davis asked, “what does replace mean?” so she
would be very clear about Mr. Murillo’s intent.

3. Davis recalled taking the weekend to complete the Master Schedule because of fear of job loss.

4. Mr. Murillo’s recollection was just the opposite of Davis. Mr. Murillo recalls advising her to take her
time and that it was not necessary to work over the weekend. Mr. Murillo absolutely had no
recollection of threat of job loss to Davis.

5. Davis felt that she faced racist and inequitable barriers in her site assignment. She described feeling
demeaned by the Principal in a parent meeting involving favoritism to agriculture students regarding a
dress code violation. She was further troubled in the removal of a married female teacher’s classroom
from next to a Black male teacher because of a complaint lodged by the teacher’s husband with no
apparent basis, according to Davis, except for the race of the male teacher.

6. Davis submitted a set of facts which she felt was an attempt to exercise workplace retaliation by Mr.
Murillo. In this instance, a call was allegedly placed by Mr. Murillo to Davis’ new supervisor. The
supervisor, with whom Davis had worked previously, told her that a call had been received from Mr.
Murillo, but the supervisor and Davis were going to “… let bygones be bygones…”. Davis felt that the
new supervisor was offering to her that she should not be concerned about past conflicts in her new
assignment.

7. Mr. Murillo when asked about the alleged call had no recall of such a call and could not identify a
reason for a conversation that would have led the new supervisor to respond to Davis with the
statement “…… let bygones be bygones…”.
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F. Lima: Workplace Retaliation

Interview Summary:

1. Lima submitted Letters dated October 18th and June 22nd.

2. The factual basis of the Letters arose from the unit allocation reduction by two at Farnell.

3. Lima disagreed with the plan the Principal instituted that led to her placement in the pool as one of the
two Farnell unit cuts.

4. Lima felt that Dr. Binder’s decision was not based upon District protocol, but on favoritism.

5. Union intervention was sought to determine whether District Policy had been violated under these
circumstances.

6. On the same day that a CTA Union response was transmitted to the Lima’s personal email, Lima had a
confrontation with Dr. Binder in which she called him an adulterer and having played favorites in
deciding what units would be retained.

7. Upon the CTA Union Representative being advised of the confrontation, Lima was advised that the
confrontation was a mistake and that now there was nothing more that the CTA Union could do to
assist.

8. Lima reached out to Mr. Murillo for assistance, and he did respond to her inquiry. She indicated
however that no follow-up occurred.

G. Turner: (Witness – School Site Workplace Retaliation / Workplace Sexual Harassment / Hostile Workplace
Environment / Workplace Tenure Threat)

Interview Summary:

1. The witness has over 20 years in law enforcement – including street crimes and narcotics.

2. Has served as School Resource Officer at Farnell since 2014

3. Felt uncomfortable with some of the conversations led by Dr. Binder. Described as “locker room”
language, environment and context. During the course of the investigation interview, M&A clearly felt
that HCSO Deputy Turner - SRO was uncomfortable in elaborating on the graphic content of the “locker
room” language.

4. Deputy Turner stated he met behind closed doors with Mr. Murillo and indicated he described Dr.
Binder’s conversations to Mr. Murillo. Mr. Murillo reportedly stated, “……. I’m going to handle this
myself….”

5. Deputy Turner described some instances of Dr. Binder’s appearance of impairment and other behavior
that caused some concern drawn from his days on the street.

6. Described in detail an afternoon when the only vehicles on the school grounds were those of the
Principal – whose truck he recognized – and a female teacher who he identified by running her license
tag.

7. As part of his description of the afternoon, Deputy Turner brought his laptop to the interview and
utilized his Google Map software to facilitate a review of his investigative steps that afternoon, that led
to what he described as a male and a female laughter and what he believed without a doubt was sex
taking place in Dr. Binder’s office in which the lights were off, and the blinds were drawn closed in a
manner inconsistent with the school norm.
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8. Described receiving a call as he immediately returned to his vehicle from Dr. Binder’s office, who was
breathing heavily, asking whether there was anything he was seeking on campus.

9. Described a second incident with Dr. Binder and the same female faculty member in the cafeteria in
which he alleged to have observed Dr. Binder pinching the buttocks of the referenced female faculty
member while standing on stage in the cafeteria.

10. Described to M&A a series of complaints he began to receive from Dr. Binder which was inconsistent
with his positive work evaluation prior to the questioning by Mr. Murillo, the subsequent removal of
Dr. Binder from the campus and then Dr. Binder’s return.

11. Two specific incidents involved remarks from Dr. Binder that were over the campus walkie-talkie which
was overheard by his HCSO Major and his understanding of a phone call from Mr. Murillo to his chain
of command alleging inappropriate conduct with a female student.

12. Discussed his transfer and his chain of command advising him of the unexpected negative reaction he
received from the leadership of one potential high school transfer that he suspected was retaliatory in
nature.

13. Mr. Murillo was aware of the walkie-talkie exchange with the HCSO Major, Deputy Turner and Dr.
Binder and did acknowledge his closed-door discussion with Deputy Turner regarding Dr. Binder’s
behavior. Mr. Murillo categorically denied placing any call to Deputy Turner’s chain of command
regarding inappropriate conduct with a female student or any involvement in any other retaliatory type
of activity involving Deputy Turner.

H. Dr. Binder: March 13, 2019 Memo to Mr. Murillo; Ms. Enis March 2019 / January 2021 Letter and support 
documentation – HCPS Policy Manual Anti-Harassment / Standard of Ethical Conduct

March 13, 2019 Memo to Mr. Murillo from Dr. Binder

1. Dr. Binder confirmed that the unsigned March 13, 2019 memo to Mr. Murillo was personally prepared
by him.

2. Dr. Binder provided in his review of his March 2019 memo that he spoke in defense of his former
deceased principal in Ms. Enis’ presence on an occasion when a group of 5 or 6 people were standing
around and one group member asked when seeing the School Resource Officer Supervisor whether his
father was the deceased principal who was with his mistress when he died. In all instances, Dr. Binder
indicated that he always characterized any such comment as unfounded and baseless.

3. The March 2019 memo of Dr. Binder, he referenced that he had reservations about any statements
from Deputy Turner and had concerns about his version of the truth.

4. When asked to clarify what he meant, Dr. Binder indicated that Deputy Turner was a “liar…….and that
he did not know where he comes from, to a point that he does not now trust police officers”.

5. Upon further inquiry, Dr. Binder offered examples which formed his opinion of Deputy Turner, such as:

i. Deputy Turner telling a group that the screws in his ankle were protruding, that was inconsistent
with Dr. Binder’s experience with screws in his neck

ii. That a student who reported seeing a man on campus with a gun and later recanted her story.
The student was handcuffed and led off campus. Dr. Binder questioned why the need for
handcuffs and wondered whether Deputy Turner and the detective who interviewed the student
had used proper procedure to get the student to change her story.
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iii. Law Enforcement traced a crank call to a store owner in Ohio threatening gun violence to a
student - possessed cell phone and the Sheriff’s Office arrested the student on campus.
According to Dr. Binder, Deputy Turner agreed to the arrest but did not provide to him as
Principal notice that the arrest was going to occur. He questioned the necessity of the arrest
occurring on campus, as opposed to the home address of the student and the disrespect by the
failure to give advance notice.

6. Dr. Binder emphatically confirmed the accuracy of his March 2019 memo regarding his feeling that he
neither owed nor would offer an apology to Ms. Enis for the actions outlined in her March 2019 memo
to Mr. Murillo.

April 12, 2019 Investigation Closing Letter from Mr. Murillo to Dr. Binder

7. The Murillo Offline Supervisor’s Desk File contained an investigation closing memo dated April 12, 2019
addressed to Dr. Binder from Mr. Murillo. Upon inquiry, Dr. Binder confirmed his receipt and signature
of the memorandum.

8. The Murillo closing April 2019 memo indicated that Dr. Binder had acknowledged only one of the
referenced incidents. Upon inquiry, Dr. Binder indicated that it was the first bullet - “using sexual
language when discussing incidents you have experienced in the past as an administrator at other
school sites that involved employees having relationships with other employees of the school District”.

9. Dr. Binder in his M&A interview offered that the issue in the above referenced bullet arose by Ms. Enis
briefing him on an issue before his arrival at Farnell involving a guidance counselor who found out at
the beginning of her cancer treatment that her husband had an alleged affair with another member of
the school staff.

10. During this briefing, Dr. Binder suggested that he concurrently shared with Ms. Enis incidents involving
affairs by two past Assistant Principals before his Farnell assignment. In each instance, these affairs
with staff members resulted in marriage to the referenced staff member.

11. Dr. Binder concluded in the Farnell matter which Ms. Enis raised that since neither staff member chose
to transfer, there was no further action required - in that he did not care “who was banging who” on
his campus.

12. Dr. Binder in response to the M&A inquiry regarding bullet two of the Murillo closing April 2019 memo
indicated that in connection with text messages, he typically would send a “great job” message after a
tough week to congratulate the recipient or in response to employees’ text messages. He stated that
he it was not like him to send any message after 9 pm.

13. In response to the bullet two additional assertion in the Murillo closing memo of April 2019 regarding
Ms. Enis feeling isolated in the workplace, Dr. Binder concluded that any such feeling was because Ms.
Enis would lock herself in her office, as opposed to leaving the door open.

14. Dr. Binder had no recollection of any facts or context for bullets three and four contained in the Murillo
closing April 2019 memo that sought to capture complaints taken from Ms. Enis’ March 2019 Letter.
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March 2019 Letter from Ms. Enis to Mr. Murillo

15. The M&A interviewers provided Dr. Binder an opportunity to read the Enis March 2019 Letter to Mr.
Murillo, since he indicated that Mr. Murillo only read excerpts to Dr. Binder at the time of the Letter’s
submittal. Furthermore, Dr. Binder’s memo to Mr. Murillo the next day was prepared without seeing
the March 2019 Enis Letter either partially or in its entirety.

16. Dr. Binder indicated that he had no recollection of a July 2018 introductory conversation with Ms. Enis,
did not recall Area 2 approaching him regarding Ms. Enis or any discussion about sex on campus. He did
recall that he may have had past discussions about his back procedures.

17. When asked about the use of vulgar language cited by Ms. Enis, Dr. Binder told the M&A investigators
that he did not consider fuck, fucking and shit as examples of vulgar language and his response to Ms.
Enis indicating that this language made her uncomfortable was that he would try his best to use those
terms “as little as possible”.

18. When asked did he ever engage in “creating defamatory gossip” regarding Ms. Enis being in a
relationship with the HCSO School Resource Officer Supervisor, Dr. Binder denied ever creating such
comments.

19. In an unsolicited response, however, Dr. Binder suggested such gossip was not surprising based on
nothing more than Ms. Enis closing her door when the HCSO School Resource Officer Supervisor visited
the campus on no more than a routine once a month basis.

20. On the topic of the undesired late text messages to Ms. Enis and the 44 messages to staff member Ms.
Laymen, upon responding to an inquiry from the M&A investigators that these “late night and frequent
text messages were normal with his staff because of the pandemic, Dr. Binder was asked to name the
members of his Farnell staff who received similar normal “late night” or frequent text messages. Other
than Farnell Assistant Principal Streeter, he was unable to provide any other teachers or staff member
names.

Lima Unit Transfer Dispute

21. Dr. Binder strongly denied any favoritism in connection with his decision not to retain Ms. Lima’s unit
when required by the District to reduce his unit allocation by two.

22. Dr. Binder indicated that although he had anticipated loss of staff, he felt that he could not impact the
critical curriculum units required by the State and District.

23. As a result, Dr. Binder chose to explore the potential reduction of reading units based upon flexibility
and student need requirements, but he indicated strictly following District Policy.

24. After Ms. Lima’s notification of Dr. Binder’s decision to transfer her to the pool, he became aware of
Ms. Lima’s seeking union counsel to overturn the recommendation. He offered, however, that he was
comfortable with discussions between the District and the union, since he believed that his transfer
decision was consistent with District Policy and the CTA collective bargaining agreement.

25. By Ms. Lima suddenly and unexpectedly confronting Dr. Binder with an accusation of adultery, coupled
with Ms. Lima’s tone, convinced Dr. Binder that Ms. Lima’s transfer to the pool was a correct decision
because now it was clear that working together would be problematic for both parties.
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Relationship with Mr. Murillo

26. In statements provided by Ms. Johnson and Ms. Enis, they both outlined situations in which they
described a friendship between Mr. Murillo and Dr. Binder that was a factor in the negative work
atmosphere they experienced.

27. The M&A investigators asked Dr. Binder why he would tell Ms. Johnson that he was a friend of Mr.
Murillo upon their initial meeting. Dr. Binder insisted that other than an early working relationship with
Mr. Murillo, there was no personal friendship and no social activities with Mr. Murillo outside of
District related activities.

I. Murillo: Enis Sexual Harassment investigation of Binder Delegation / Admitted Maintenance of HR Offline
Supervisor Desk File on Employees / Inappropriate Interference with District Personnel
Promotional Opportunities / Enforcement of District Anti-Harassment and Ethical Conduct Policy

Interview Summary:

1. Mr. Murillo admittance of creating a HR Offline Supervisor Desk File.

2. HR Offline Supervisor Desk File contained documents hosting workplace conduct documentation,
investigatory verbal and written statements and investigatory memoranda.

3. HR Offline HR Letters of Reprimand were not entered into the Professional Standards Employee Files.

4. Ms. Enis indicated to the M&A investigators that their investigation interview was the first time anyone
connected to the District had spoken to her in any detail regarding her March 2019 Letter to Mr.
Murillo.

5. The Memo to the File prepared by Mr. Murillo in connection with his investigation at the alleged
direction of Professional Standards indicated that “a meeting with AP Enis will be held to share
outcome and also expectations will be shared”. Both Mr. Murillo and Ms. Enis confirmed that the
referenced meeting never occurred.

Inappropriate Interference with District Personnel Promotional Opportunities

6. Ms. Enis indicated that on two occasions a District Principal received advice from Mr. Murillo not 
to hire Ms. Enis to an Assistant Principal vacancy. The first time, according to Ms. Enis, the principal 
said he followed Mr. Murillo’s advice. The second time he did not and felt the need to share with Ms. 
Enis the actions of Mr. Murillo and that it would have been a mistake if he had followed Mr. Murillo’s 
advice a second time.

7. Mr. Murillo denied ever speaking against Ms. Enis’ promotional opportunities.

8. Ms. Davis, as referenced earlier in this Report, outlined to the investigators that after a transfer to a 
new assignment, her new supervisor shared with her that he had received a phone call about her from 
Mr. Murillo. The supervisor concluded the call conversation with a determination of “letting bygones 
be bygones”.

9. Mr. Murillo had no recollection of such a call and had no thought as to why Ms. Davis stated such a call 
was made by him.
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10. Ms. Johnson provided two circumstances that she concluded reflected Mr. Murillo’s attempts to 
interfere with successful transitions to new positions. In the first transition, after her transfer to 
Greco as a move from a troubled period with Mr. Murillo at Webb, she felt intimidated when the 
introduction by Dr. Binder included “I’m a friend of Marcos……,” which she received as an intentional 
effort to signal Mr. Murillo’s continued influence on her career.

11. Ms. Johnson’s second alleged occurrence of intimidation was describing her appointment at Progress 
Village and the Principal telling her after Mr. Murillo’s appointment to another District area that he was 
told to “run the school without her” by Mr. Murillo. Ms. Johnson felt this was a continuation of 
unknown Mr. Murillo related efforts to impede her professional growth.

12. Mr. Murillo had no recollection of either Johnson allegation. Further, Mr. Murillo offered that he had 
been a referral source, so that action was inconsistent with Ms. Johnson’s allegations.

Enforcement of District Anti-Harassment and Ethical Conduct Policies

13. Ms. Johnson outlined a series of instances which involved language with specific sexual connotations in
the presence of Mr. Murillo.

14. Ms. Johnson relayed that the comments referred to sexual references and innuendo directed to Mr.
Murillo, with no step to warn or caution against the use of such language.

15. Ms. Johnson stated that the language so bothered her that she took the initiative to counsel the
teacher about the inappropriateness of such language, even though she had no supervisory
responsibility at the school.

16. When asked about the Johnson allegations, Mr. Murillo did advise that Ms. Johnson and the teacher
did have conversations that he characterized as “girls talk” but appeared embarrassed to provide
examples of the language he felt qualified as “girls talk”.

17. Further, when asked whether he had ever offered any caution or warning about the use of such
language, Mr. Murillo indicated that he would leave the area when hearing the suggested language and
that he did not interject any guidance about the use of inappropriate language in the workplace.

18. In his April 2019 timeline of events associated with Ms. Enis’ March 2019 complaint Letter, Mr. Murillo
outlined a discussion with School Resource Officer Deputy Turner in which he responded to Mr.
Murillo’s inquiry that “…...he sometimes is too casual and used locker room talk and he experienced
Binder making a comment about a female teacher with a PE coach”.

19. M&A investigators received similar statements directly from Deputy Turner regarding the use of
“locker room” language by Dr. Binder.

20. Further, Dr. Binder, as above referenced in the Report, acknowledged using words like “f..k, f…kin’ and
sh..t” and that he did not consider them to be vulgar, as characterized by Ms. Enis.

21. Mr. Murillo in his memo to Dr. Binder on April 12, 2019 admonished Dr. Binder “to be professional at
all times in the workplace…” but it did not specify the context for the warning language, nor did Dr.
Binder’s Professional Standards file contain a signed copy of the memo.

22. Mr. Murillo acknowledged knowledge of a post investigation exchange in 2020 between the SRO
Deputy Turner’s Major and Dr. Binder on a school walkie-talkie that a meeting would be a waste of
time “…. because they are liars….” Mr. Murillo did not initiate any disciplinary action against Dr.
Binder, even considering the previously referenced 2019 memo.
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23. Both Deputy Turner and Ms. Enis stated their smell of alcohol periodically from Dr. Binder. Mr. Murillo
stated in his memo this was investigated by his Area 2 Leadership Coach on the day the allegation came
to his attention, but the Leadership Coach reported that on that day no evidence of impairment or
alcohol order was evident.
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Morrison & Associates Inc.

I N V E S T I G A T I O N  A N A L Y S I S  A N D  F I N A L  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

As outlined in the introductory section of this Report, the M & A team did not replicate the work of HCPS Professional
Standards and its initial investigation. The range of information provided after the Professional Standards Investigation,
and the unusual mix of parties and sites dictated a different approach to this second phase.

In this outline of its analysis and recommendations, the M & A team will conclude as we started – by using the initial
inquiry pattern questions as the basis for our analysis and conclusions.

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Brown

 Did Ms. Brown’s alleged experience of workplace retaliation and / or inconsistency in supervisory behavior by 
Mr. Murillo violate HCPS policy?

Analysis:
An examination of the witness statements presents a series of actions by Mr. Murillo – whether the
inconsistency in communication regarding Ms. Brown’s performance or his having closed door meetings with
Ms. Brown’s Assistant Principals which she believed undermined site team building – which raise the question
as to whether these actions illustrate violations, in and of themselves, of HCPS policy?

Recommendation Considerations:
The described behavior standing alone does not reflect actionable facts in violation of the HCPS policies
regarding Anti-Harassment or Ethical Conduct.

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Carr

 Did the alleged leadership challenges encountered by Ms. Carr impacted by the alleged inconsistency in
supervisory behavior exhibited by Mr. Murillo serve to undermine Ms. Carr’s leadership in violation of HCPS
policy?

Analysis: 
There is an alleged pattern involving APs and these two Principals (Brown/Carr) and Mr. Murillo’s
management style. In this instance, Mr. Murillo could not answer why the wide disparity between the range
of positive improvements on the HCPS ASQi survey from the 2019 school year vs. the 2020 school year and
then such a dramatic negative shift in the perception of Ms. Carr’s leadership at the beginning of the FY 2021
school year. Simultaneously, the issues of AP performance, subjective management conflicts involving the
Area Superintendent vs. the Principal vs. the Assistant Principals seems inconsistent with school management
best practices, if credible.

Recommendation Considerations: 
While not rising to the level of actionable workplace sexual harassment or hostile workplace environment
standards, the issues of school site management do reflect an overwhelmingly subjective evaluation model
when the ASQi is not the beginning basis for management -related personnel solutions. The solution of a
leadership – styled District’s Professional Learning Community (PLC) model might begin to provide an
objective platform to measure progress, and human capital/resource evaluation can reflect performance
standards that offers professional growth and team stability.
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Final Analysis and Recommendations: Enis

 Did the Enis March 2019 Letter, followed by her January 2021 Letter and the detail contained in Mr. Murillo’s
desk file outline behavior by Dr. Binder associated with his supervision of Ms. Enis in conflict with the HCPS
Policy Manual?

Analysis:
First, the discovery of the Murillo Supervisor Desk File suggests that the original conclusion of the Murillo
investigation by Professional Standards was unknowingly premature.

Second, the precision of the contemporaneous timeline Ms. Enis developed from July 2018 thru March 2019
outlines a level of detail that aligns with potential violations of the District’s Policy Manual Standard of Ethical
Conduct.

Recommendation Considerations:
Overall, Ms. Enis presents a series of specific credible allegations which reflect a potential range of HCPS
Sexual Harassment, Hostile Workplace Environment and Standard of Ethical Conduct policy violations.

Specifically, there appears to be no dispute regarding the July 2018 introductory meeting between Dr. Binder
and the subject matter discussed. There also seems to be no dispute regarding the use of language that
reflects a violation of the HCPS Policy Manual Standard of Ethical Conduct.

 If Professional Standards authorized Mr. Murillo to investigate the allegations contained in the Enis March
2019 Letter, did his failure to report his investigation details and findings impact the District’s ability to
protect its own interests as well as that of Ms. Enis?

Analysis:
Any HCPS employee behavior evaluation is compromised by the existence of HR Offline Supervisor Desk Files.
Further, any disciplinary action that was imposed that did not have the benefit or consideration of the
investigatory conclusions captured within the HR Offline Supervisor Desk File undermines any HCPS
Professional Standards related policies and procedures and their application.

Recommendation Considerations:
At a minimum, any Professional Standards disciplinary employee actions or lack thereof in Dr. Binder’s HR file
must be revisited and reevaluated considering the disclosure of the Murillo HR Offline Supervisor Desk File.
Moreover, the detail associated with the March 2019 Enis Timeline suggests the District was unable to
address a workplace that indeed reflected characteristics that were hostile and uncomfortable. Why? Because
the Offline Supervisors Desk File was the sole repository of any documentation and/or additional
considerations that would have allowed the District to protect its interests and that of all Farnell employees.
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Final Analysis and Recommendations: Johnson

 Do the allegations outlined in the Johnson June 2021 Letter regarding Mr. Murillo failing to address
uncomfortable language with sexual connotation in front of both parties rise to the conclusion of being
actionable as a violation of HCPS policy?

Analysis: 
The submittal of this statement after the conclusion of the initial investigation led to our conclusion that the
initial investigation and inferences by Professional Standards should be set aside to analyze the facts
connected with the Complainant’s statement. Mr. Murillo’s statement reflected his knowledge of what he
described as “girls talk” but also by acknowledging leaving the area without providing guidance to the
employee suggests that the Standards of Ethical Conduct Policy has not been protected as the District
intended.

The two allegations of retaliation – involving the greeting at Greco by Dr. Binder and the Principal’s statement
that he was told by Mr. Murillo to ‘run the school without you” – along with the practical joke involving the
sanitary napkin and medical mask being taped to a door are activities which were denied by Mr. Murillo.

Recommendation Considerations:
The role of any supervisor is to ensure that District policies are being enforced, specifically in the arena of Anti
– Harassment and Standards of Ethical Conduct. The fact that a third party felt uncomfortable enough to
counsel the staff employee – and not the principal who was a party to the conversation – does not reflect the
level of enforcement that the District has a reason to expect from its senior supervisors.

The limited nature of the M & A scope of work did not allow for a more engaged assessment of the retaliation
and practical joke allegations, but may speak – at a minimum – to an expanded need for a supervisory training
component required to avoid the potential appearance of impropriety.

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Davis

 Did any of the concerns and associated behavior of Mr. Murillo alleged by Ms. Davis in connection with her
master schedule preparation responsibilities, her assertions of racial inequities connected to decisions of her
former principal or retaliation connected to promotional assignments rise to an actionable level in violation of
HCPS policy?

Analysis:
Without an available inquiry to the successor supervisor of Ms. Davis, there is not currently sufficient
information to conclude that the alleged phone call in which Mr. Murillo’s comments led Ms. Davis’ new
supervisor to tell her that “let’s bygones be bygones” was actionable as a violation of District Anti-Harassment
or Standards of Ethical Conduct policies. Concurrently, the M & A investigators did not find Mr. Murillo
credible in his position that the failure to complete a Master Schedule was not an urgent matter, particularly
when it was a couple of months late. The M& A Investigators did find Ms. Davis credible in her description
that she was in fear of her job if she failed to complete the Master Schedule and that the Schedule needed to
be completed within 3 days or jobs would be lost.

Recommendation Considerations:
The balance  of  the  facts however  elevates several concerns.  Clearly there was something said by Ms. Davis’ 
new  supervisor  that  led to the comments of  “let bygones be bygones”.  Conversely, Mr. Murillo would have
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been acting as a reasonable supervisor if he had been upset over the delay in the completion of the Master
Schedule – although he denied being concerned or upset at all. Additionally, Ms. Davis appeared credible in
her concerns with certain supervisory actions / decisions made by her principal at that time.

These concerns do not rise, however, to the level of actionable facts either as a hostile workplace
environment, discrimination or workplace sexual harassment. They do, however, sustain and answer the need
to explore when there is an issue between an AP and Principal, what HCPS supervisory dispute resolution
mechanism or process should be available and employed to assist leadership co-workers to address legitimate
concerns over day-to-day operational decisions

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Lima

 Did Ms. Lima’s Letters of October 18th and June 22nd contain sufficient facts to sustain her assertion that Dr
Louis “Tim” Binder acted in violation of District unit allocation reduction protocol?

Analysis:
The Morrison & Associates investigators were presented a series of circumstances by Ms. Lima that alleged
favoritism in the determination of which units would be assigned to the pool. The key question for the M&A
assessment was the decision for assignment consistent with District Policy.

The facts as presented did not support the conclusion that there were actionable violations of the HCPS
sexual harassment or hostile workplace environment policies. Additionally, it appeared that the Ms. Lima
properly sought the CTA Union’s assistance to mediate the principal’s unit allocation decision. The CTA
Union’s final advisory response appears to have foreclosed any additional CBA action which could be afforded
to the Complainant.

Recommendation Considerations:
As a member of the collective bargaining unit, Ms. Lima correctly sought union assistance to determine
whether Dr. Binder acted in a manner that was consistent with District unit allocation protocol. The M & A
investigators were not presented any District policies that would suggest that Dr. Binder was acting outside of
his authority. Ms. Lima did acknowledge that the union did tell her that after the exchange with Dr. Binder
that there was nothing more the union could do and that the exchange was a mistake.

Further, the M & A Investigators were not presented any evidence of favoritism that was sufficient to suggest
that the curriculum considerations presented by Dr. Binder were not credible.

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Turner

 Did the detailed issues raised in the interview with Deputy Turner of Dr. Binder’s alleged interaction with a
member of his teaching staff suggest that the prior disciplinary action taken by the District regarding Dr.
Binder and his interaction with the referenced staff member may not have fully captured the range of HCPS
policy violation?

Analysis:
In any analysis of Deputy Turner’s interview, there are two factors which should be noted. First, as a School
Resource Officer, Deputy Turner is a non-HCPS employee. Second, any employment related impact incurred
by Deputy Turner is not enforceable or within HCPS’s jurisdiction.
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As a result, Deputy Turner’s statement should be categorized as supporting information as a collaboration
witness. His statement has centered on three incidents – whether Dr. Binder was in violation of HCPS Anti-
Harassment Policy, creating a Hostile Workplace or in violation of the District’s Standards of Ethical Conduct in
connection with a non- professional relationship with an employee on District property on two occasions.
Furthermore, whether there was the creation of a hostile workplace because of his use of language that
created an uncomfortable environment as communicated to Mr. Murillo in connection with HCPS employees
or in Dr. Binder’s interaction with Hillsborough County Sheriff Office (HCSO) Supervisory Personnel in conflict
with the HCPS Standards of Ethical Conduct.

Dr. Binder has categorically denied that any improper behavior or violation of HCPS policy has occurred in
connection with his interaction with a member of his teaching staff while acknowledging that he may have
used language that others have categorized as vulgar or “locker room” in nature.

Recommendation Considerations:
The key for HCPS is whether Deputy Turner is a credible source of information in its review of HCPS policies.
Morrison & Associates investigators would recommend to HCPS that Deputy Turner be considered a credible
witness as the District determines whether there has been a violation of HCPS Anti-Harassment and Standards
of Ethical Conduct.

Final Analysis and Recommendations: Murillo

 Should Mr. Murillo have evaluated the level of communication breakdown earlier between Dr. Binder and
Deputy Turner to determine whether Dr. Binder had violated whether HCPS policy?

Analysis:
During Mr. Murillo’s interview, he indicated that he was aware of the walkie – talkie incident with the
Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office Major to whom Dr. Binder called a liar. Mr. Murillo was not present
however when the exchange occurred. The April 2019 Memo to Dr. Binder from Mr. Murillo that was
uncovered in the Offline Supervisors Desk File stated that ‘…. you are to be professional at all times in the
workplace and to meet the expectations of the principal at Farnell Middle School. If any other complaints are
received by my office, immediate action will be taken on the situation that will impact your assignment.”

The absence of the Memo in Dr. Binder’s Professional Standard’s file means that incidents like the walkie-
talkie exchange avoids addressing by Professional Standards and is not reflective of human resources best
practices or the professionalism intended by the HCPS Standards of Ethical Conduct.

Recommendation Considerations:
The communication breakdown between Dr. Binder and Deputy Turner are the very type of incidents that the
April 2019 Memo sought to anticipate. The absence of the memo in Dr. Binder’s Professional Standards file
meant that incidents like this would not be addressed as the HCPS Policy Manual intended.
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Appendix
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

Appendix A1 1140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Administrators

Appendix A2 1211, 3211 and 4211 – Whistleblower Protection

Appendix A3 1362 – Anti-Harassment

Appendix A4 1380 – Threatening Behavior Toward Staff Members

Appendix A5 3140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Instructional Staff

Appendix A6 3210 – Standards of Ethical Conduct

Appendix A7 5517 – Anti-Harassment (Student) 
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Appendix A1

Appendix A1

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

1140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Administrators
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Appendix A2

Appendix A2

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

1211, 3211 and 4211 – Whistleblower Protection
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Appendix A3

Appendix A3

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

1362 – Anti-Harassment
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Appendix A4

Appendix A4

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

1380 – Threatening Behavior Toward Staff Members
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Appendix A5

Appendix A5

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

3140 – Suspension, Termination or Dismissal of Instructional Staff
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Appendix A6

Appendix A6

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

3210 – Standards of Ethical Conduct
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Appendix A7

Appendix A7

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Policy Manual

5517 – Anti-Harassment (Student) 
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